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Abstract

This book provides an introduction to Roman dress accessories - defined here as what would today be called costume jewellery (non-precious metal jewellery). Using new evidence from finds, production areas, distributions and the location of workshops are examined. The interpretation of dress accessories is introduced, with reference to the depiction of objects in Roman art. Brooches, bracelets, beads, necklaces, rings, earrings, hairpins and belt sets are explained in detail, and the most popular types are described and illustrated, enabling the identification of common objects that might be found on an archaeological site or in a museum.
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Roman Dress Accessories book. Read reviews from world's largest community for readers. Ellen Swift is rapidly becoming synonymous with the subject of Rom... Ellen Swift is rapidly becoming synonymous with the subject of Roman dress and in this concise study she provides an introduction to what today would be termed costume jewellery. 2020 popular 1 trends in Novelty & Special Use, Holidays Costumes, Holidays Costumes, Shoes with Roman Dress and 1. Discover over 3955 of our best selection of 1 on AliExpress.com with top-selling 1 brands. Shop the top 25 most popular 1 at the best prices! Offering trendy clothing discover our Roman Originals collection at M&Co. Shop womens tops, dresses, knitwear & more online with free standard delivery over £50. Whether you're looking for statement dresses, cosy knitwear or elegant every-day tops, Roman always has exactly what your wardrobe needs. Featuring bold prints, tasteful embellishments and flattering silhouettes, their collection embodies a blend of timeless sophistication and chic, trend-led fashion that's ideal for every occasion. 182 results for fancy dress roman accessories. Save fancy dress roman accessories to get e-mail alerts and updates on your eBay Feed. Unfollow fancy dress roman accessories to stop getting updates on your eBay feed. You'll receive email and Feed alerts when new items arrive. Turn off email alerts.